Wind Turbines and Pollutant Dispersal
• An acknowledged environmental concern is the effect of nearby wind turbines in modifying the dispersal of pollutants from industrial sites (plumes from flue stacks in particular)
• The dispersal pattern is likely to be strongly affected by the aerodynamics of the turbine (principally the wake induced by its rotor)
• Plume thermodynamics (buoyancy etc.)
• Atmospheric conditions / Weather?
• Local topography?
• Current predictive methods do not yield very good estimates for the dispersal pattern of pollutants once entrained into the turbine wake • re-direction of plume ?
• accelerated dispersal ?
• trapping of pollutants ?
• enhanced local fallout ?
• enhanced mixing ?
Plume/Rotor Interaction -Modelling
Our model
• acknowledges that the wake has structure
• asserts that wake structure is responsible for swirl, re-direction
• acknowledges that mixing in the wake is not primarily turbulent
Conventional CFD models
• assume wake is uniform & mixing is turbulent • Need to establish whether individual plume-turbine interactions are significant, or the cumulative effects within large wind farms
• Concentration of pollutant is of interest we have simulated the transport of dust within helicopter wakes and can use a similar method to model pollutant particles (including fall-out etc.)
• Can quantify the variations in pollutant concentration -this is likely to be influenced by the operating conditions of the wind turbine, such as its thrust
Inclusion of Buoyancy Effects
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Vorticity Transport Equation
+ BAROCLINIC VORTICITY SOURCE
If we assume the only non-zero pressure gradient to be Then the baroclinic source can be computed using gravity, temperature and the horizontal temperature gradients • We have a unique capability in helicopter and wind turbine aerodynamic modelling
• We are developing our model to enable the interaction between pollutant plumes and wind turbines to be simulated
• Initial results show that even the dispersal of neutral plumes in idealised atmospheric conditions is influenced by the operation of wind turbines in close proximity
• We hope to continue this research by working with companies and regulatory authorities
